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each of which possesses and enjoys its own legislative individuality
in matters not essentially of national concern.
And finally Russia, embarked on an untried course, has coined a
new word, sovietism, in the dictionary of government, while the
world looks on with interest at the development of still another
experiment in this laboratory of political science.
Now in looking into the future, we must picture as best we may
the tremendous developments which are bound to take place in
international relationships and contacts. With expansion and ad-
vancement in aviation, and invention in the realm of electricity and
other fields, it is not difficult to foresee the day when the nations
of the world, in matters of communication and transit, will be
physically linked in far greater intimacy than now. A century ago
the steam-engine and steamship were in their infancy ; the telegraph
and telephone unknown in general application ; the radio and aero-
plane unconceived. At the present rate of progress in invention and
development, progressively accelerated during the past few ge aera-
tions, what may we not expect in the century to come, and the next,
and the next ? What may we not expect in the development of the
international structure of commerce and finance, and indeed in
many other fields, if world progress maintains, as it surely will, its
ever-increasing velocity? The day will surely come when inter-
national frontiers will lose much or all of their present physical
restraint, and with these physical restraints crumbled or vanished,
who shall say to what degree the world's eventual community of
interests will bring about a political intimacy among the nations
which we, in our present stage of development, can but dimly
visualize ?
I have spoken of the Pacific, as a mighty experimental laboratory.
In the old days, the chemists strove to discover and to blend the
necessary elements which would produce the elixir of life. Letting
our imagination rove into the impenetrable mists of the future,
may we not wonder whether at some future epoch there will emerge
from these various experiments and experiences a system or a com-
bination of systems, best adapted to universal acceptance and to
world unity ? That goal, if goal it be, can exist to-day only in our
castle-building imagination. Yet castle-building and day-dreams are
not always futile and not always so fantastic as they seem. Perhaps
Balboa dreamed, yet it is inconceivable that he could have foreseen,
even with the most fertile imagination, the developments to which
his discovery has already led.
Before that epoch comes, human outlook may have undergone
many a change. But always this great laboratory of the Pacific—
where the racial types which have shown high capacity for advance
in civilization have been brought face to, face—will be at work,
developing, experimenting, learning, perhaps perfecting, against
the day when frontiers, which seem natural to-day, can no longer
physically exist; when neither oceans nor mountains can longer

